High quality Dutch paint solutions
WOODSTAIN

OIL FINISHES

PATINES

WAXES

VARNISH

LIME PAINTS

CHALK PAINTS

who

Kat & Co is a modern family business with a
tradition in manufacturing high quality furniture
finishing products for manufactures in The
Netherlands an abroad. The company was
founded by Gerrit Kat in 1870. When many
customers decided to relocate their production
to Eastern-Europe and Asia, this increased
the export of products. Poland, Romania, The
Philippines, Indonesia and China became the
new main export countries; each with its own
cultural and technical challenges

our process
Kat & Co manufactures custom made furniture
coloring systems. Creativity, personal attention,

our clients

guidance and service guarantee a product that,
qualitatively and design wise, belong to the top
of the furniture market and meets all modern

Kat & Co supplies furniture factories in Western

requirements. Kat & Co replies adequately and

Europe, Eastern Europe and Asia. Moreover, the

fast on new requests. Moreover, the research

company supplies furniture importers and semi

and development department and the technical

manufactures that outsource their production

staff are available for assistance. All water based

to other countries, but want to give their

products are composed according to the latest

products a consistent and an appearance of the

European guidelines and legislation

highest quality. Kat & Co is proud to say that
many customers have been loyal for decades

what
Kat & Co has been exporting to China since the
1990s. in January 2015, a partnership agreement
was signed with Mr. Jeff Lee from Ningbo United
Fortune Co. Ltd. This was the beginning of
exclusive representation of Kat & Co on the
Chinese market. this partnership agreement is
an important step towards the future, a strong
support for existing customers in china and an
expansion of the activities to China

oil-ﬁnishes
unfinished wood

Pre-oiled wood

1

Prepare the surface by sanding (grain 150-180)
and remove the dust. Please be sure that the
surface is clean

1

Prepare the surface by cleaning thoroughly
and polish the surface with steel wool oooo.
Make the surface free of dust

2

Apply the Oil finish by brush and let it dry for
about 1 minute and then wipe it of with a towel.
Always work in the direction of the grain

2

Apply the Oil finish by brush and let it dry for
about 1 minute and then wipe it of with a towel.
Always work in the direction of the grain

To deepen the color, apply an extra coat like step 2

To deepen the color, apply an extra coat like step 2

properties
Clear

½ White

White

coverage: 25-30m2/liter
density: 0.825-1.000kg/dm3
(depending on the color)
solid content: 35%

Light Weathered

Middle Weathered

Dark Weathered

coats: 1 coat is sufficient,
further coats will deepen the color
thinner: white spirit

Light Grey

description
The “KATCO” Oil finish is a blend of Pu based
oil, natural waxes and oil of natural sources. Its
developed as an easy to go system for coloring
and protection of your furniture or floor in one
step. “KATCO” Oil finish gives a natural look
with an excellent resistance against water and all
kinds of dirt contamination and is available in 12
popular colors

Middle Grey

Dark Grey

packing: 5 Liter
available: 12 beautiful colors/shades
in storage: 12 months, in tightly sealed packing
general: after use plunge the towels into water,

Smoked

Dark Antique

Charcoal

Usage

because of self-ignition

drying times

“KATCO” Oil finish can be used on bare or pre-

touch dry in 2-4 hrs. (20°C)

oiled wood. It’s recommended for use on furniture,

full dry with best resistance: 7 days

cabinets, doors, floors etc. For indoor use only
Available in matt and semi-gloss composition

PU-lacquer
Brush application

Pre-oiled wood

1

Prepare the surface by sanding (grain 150-180)
and remove the dust. Please be sure that the
surface is clean

1

Prepare the surface by cleaning thoroughly
and polish the surface with steel wool oooo.
Make the surface free of dust

2

Apply the lacquer by brush. always work in the
direction of the grain

2

Apply a coat of the “KATCO” PU Lacquer by spray
gun (nozzle size: 1.3 - 1.5 mm) (working pressure:
2.5 - 3.5 bar).

3

Let it dry for about 1-2 hours

3

Let it dry for about 1-2 hours

4

Sand it very carefully, sanding paper grain 360.
Apply the second layer (like step 2)

4

Sand it very carefully, sanding paper grain 360.
Apply the second layer (like step 2)

properties
base: PU (poly urethane)

thinner: water

coverage: brush: 10-12m2/liter, spray gun: 6-7m2/liter

packing: 5, 10 and 30 liter cans

density: 1.000-1.045kg/dm3

available: extra mat, mat, semi gloss and gloss

solid content: 34%

in storage: 12 months, in tightly sealed packing -

viscosity: 30-35” DIN4 at 20°C

keep away from freezing

coats: for the best properties, always apply 2 coats

description
The “KATCO” PU Lacquer is a high quality, one
component, water based PU lacquer with a high
build and excellent properties against water, all
kinds of dirt contamination and scratches.
developed for the transparent finishing of
wooden furniture, floors, doors etc. Available in
several gloss levels, from extra mat - gloss

Usage

drying times

“KATCO” PU Lacquer is suitable for all kinds

By a room condition of 20°C, humidity Ca 65%:

of woods, indoor use only. Its easy to use and

1-2 hours

can be applied by brush, or pneumatic spay
equipment

specialwax
unfinished wood

finished wood

1

Prepare the surface by sanding (grain 180) and
remove the dust. Please be sure that the surface is
clean.

1

Prepare the surface by cleaning thoroughly
and polish the surface with steel wool oooo.
Make the surface free of dust

2

Apply the wax by brush or towel If necessary wipe
off the excess of wax by a clean towel.

2

Apply the wax by brush or towel If necessary wipe
off the excess of wax by a clean towel.

3

Let it dry for about 15-30 minutes.

3

Let it dry for about 15-30 minutes.

For a beautiful sheen, you have to polish the wax.
For an unfinished look you have to apply the wax
without polishing.

For a beautiful sheen, you have to polish the wax.
For an unfinished look you have to apply the wax
without polishing.

You can apply 1 coat, further coats will deepen the
color and enhance the sheen level
Always work in the direction of the grain.

You can apply 1 coat, further coats will deepen the
color and enhance the sheen level
Always work in the direction of the grain.

properties
coverage: 15-20m2/liter
density: 0.800-0.900kg/dm3
Clear

Forest

Stripped

(depending on the color)
coats: 1 coat is sufficient,
further coats will deepen the color

description

thinner: white spirit
Jacobean

Lime

Grey

packing: 375ml, 5 Liter
available: 6 beautiful colors/shades
in storage: 12 months, in tightly sealed packing

The “KATCO” Specialwax is produced to an old
Dutch recipe, with a perfect blend of Natural
waxes and turpentine. Its developed for the
restoration of antique furniture but also often
used for all kinds of (new made) wooden
furniture, floors etc. “KATCO” Specialwax naturally
enhances the beauty and patina of your wood.

Usage

drying times

“KATCO” Specialwax can be used on bare or sealed

15-30 minutes (20°C)

wood. It’s recommended for use on Arts and Crafts
furniture, cabinets, doors, floors etc. For a beautiful
sheen, you have to polish the wax. For an unfinished
look, apply the wax without polishing.

WB-sanding sealer
Brush application

Pneumatic spray application

1

Prepare the surface by sanding (grain 150-180)
and remove the dust. Please be sure that the
surface is clean

1

Prepare the surface by sanding (grain 150-180)
and remove the dust. Please be sure that the
surface is clean

2

Apply the WB sanding sealer by brush. always
work in the direction of the grain

2

Apply a coat of the WB sanding sealer by spray
gun (nozzle size: 1.3 - 1.5 mm) (working pressure:
2.5 - 3.5 bar).

3

Let it dry for about 2-3 hours

3

Let it dry for about 2-3 hours

4

Sand it very carefully, sanding paper grain 360.
Apply the second layer (like step 2)

4

Sand it very carefully, sanding paper grain 360.
Apply the second layer (like step 2)

properties
base: acrylic

thinner: water

coverage: brush: 10-12m2/liter, spray gun: 6-7m2/liter

packing: 5, 10 and 30 liter cans

density: 1.000-1.045kg/dm3

in storage: 12 months, in tightly sealed packing -

solid content: 29%

keep away from freezing

viscosity: 30-35” DIN4 at 20°C

description
The “KATCO” WB sanding sealer is a specially
developed, high quality, one component,
universal sanding sealer with an excellent
build- and sanding properties.

Usage

drying times

The “KATCO” WB sanding sealer is suitable for all

By a room condition of 20°C, humidity ca 65%:

kinds of woods, indoor use only. Its easy to use and

2-3 hours

can be applied by brush or pneumatic spray
equipment. The WB sanding sealer has tot be finished
with the (water based) PU or Acrylic Lacquer.

WB-lacquer
Brush application

Pneumatic spray application

1

Prepare the surface by sanding (grain 150-180)
and remove the dust. Please be sure that the
surface is clean

1

Prepare the surface by sanding (grain 150-180)
and remove the dust. Please be sure that the
surface is clean

2

Apply the lacquer by brush. always work
in the direction of the grain

2

Apply a coat of the Lacquer by spray gun
(nozzle size: 1.3 - 1.5 mm) (working pressure:
2.5 - 3.5 bar).

3

Let it dry for about 1-2 hours

3

Let it dry for about 1-2 hours

4

Sand it very carefully, sanding paper grain 360.
Apply the second layer (like step 2)

4

Sand it very carefully, sanding paper grain 360.
Apply the second layer (like step 2)

properties
base: acrylic

thinner: water

coverage: brush: 10-12m2/liter, spray gun: 6-7m2/liter

packing: 5, 10 and 30 liter cans

density: 1.000-1.045kg/dm3

available: mat, semi gloss and gloss

solid content: 34%

in storage: 12 months, in tightly sealed packing -

viscosity: 30-35” DIN4 at 20°C

keep away from freezing

coats: for the best properties, always apply 2 coats

description
The “KATCO” water based Lacquer is a good
quality, one component, acrylic based lacquer
with a good build and smooth touch. With
good resistance against water, all kinds of dirt
contamination and scratches. Developed for the
transparent finishing of wooden furniture, doors
etc. Available in several gloss levers, from mat gloss.

Usage

drying times

The “KATCO” water based Lacquer is suitable for all

By a room condition of 20°C, humidity ca 65%:

kinds of woods, indoor use only. Its easy to use and

1-2 hours

can be applied by brush or pneumatic spray
equipment.

WB-woodstain
Brush application
1

Prepare the surface by sanding (grain 150-180)
and remove the dust. Please be sure that the
surface is clean

Pneumatic spray application
1

Prepare the surface by sanding (grain 150-180)
and remove the dust. Please be sure that the
surface is clean

2

Apply the stain by brush. always work
in the direction of the grain

2

Apply a coat of the stain by spray gun.
After ca 1 minute, equalize with a brush. always
work in the direction of the grain. (nozzle size: 1.0 1.3 mm) (working pressure: 1.5 - 2.0 bar).

3

Let it dry for about 1-2 hours

3

Let it dry for about 1-2 hours

4

Choose your finishing (water based lacquer,
Nitro, 2-K) and apply

4

Choose your finishing (water based lacquer,
Nitro, 2-K) and apply

properties
base: acrylic

thinner: water

coverage: brush: 10-15 m2/liter, spray gun: 8-10 m2/liter

packing: 5, 10 and 30 liter cans

density: 1.000-1.150 kg/dm3 (depending on the color)

available: almost every color

solid content: 2-14%

in storage: 12 months, in tightly sealed packing -

coats: 1 coat is sufficient, further coats will deepen

keep away from freezing

the color

description
The “KATCO” water based Stain is a water based
range of high quality stains, for indoor use only.
Specially developed for transparent coloring
of wooden furniture, floors etc. It will keep the
natural look of wood and is available in almost
every color.

Usage

drying times

The “KATCO” water based Stain is suitable for all kinds

By a room condition of 20°C, humidity ca 65%:

of woods. For resistance against water and dirt

1-2 hours

contamination, it has to be finished with Oil,
Lacquer (water based, Nitro, 2-K) or Wax

WB-patina
Brush application

Pneumatic spray application

1

Please be sure that the surface is clean

1

Please be sure that the surface is clean

2

Apply the patina by brush

2

Apply a coat of the patina by spray gun.
(nozzle size: 1.0 - 1.3 mm) (working pressure:
2.5 - 3.0 bar).

3

Let it dry for about 1-2 hours

3

Let it dry for about 1-2 hours.
Create the effect with scotch-brite, steel wool or
sanding paper

4

Choose your finishing (water based lacquer,
Nitro, 2-K) and apply

4

Choose your finishing (water based lacquer,
Nitro, 2-K) and apply

properties

description
The “KATCO” WB Patina is a water based range
of high quality patina´s, for indoor use only.
Specially developed to create an old/used/rustic
look of wooden (distressed) furniture, floors etc.
It will keep the natural look of wood and is
available in almost every color

base: acrylic

thinner: water

coverage: brush: 12-15 m2/liter, spray gun: 10-12 m2/liter

packing: 5, 10 and 30 liter cans

density: 1.100-1.450 kg/dm3 (depending on the color)

available: almost every color

solid content: 10-35% (depending on the color)

in storage: 12 months, in tightly sealed packing -

coats: 1 coat is sufficient

keep away from freezing

Usage

drying times

The “KATCO” WB Patina is suitable for all kinds of woods.

By a room condition of 20°C, humidity ca 65%:

for the resistance against water and dirt contamination,

1-2 hours

it has to be finished with Oil, Lacquer (water based,
Nitro, 2-K) or Wax

Outdoors paint
Brush application
1

Prepare the surface by sanding (grain 150-180) and
remove the dust. Please be sure that the surface is
clean

2

Apply the paint by brush. Always work in the
direction of the grain

3

Let it dry for about 2-4 hours

4

Sand it very carefully, sanding paper grain 360.
Apply a second layer (like step 2)

properties
base: acrylic

thinner: water

coverage: brush: 8-10 m2/liter

packing: 5, 10 and 30 liter cans

density: 1.000-1.045 kg/dm3 (depending on the color)

available: almost every color

solid content: 40-45%

in storage: 12 months, in tightly sealed packing -

viscosity: 30-35” DIN4 at 20°C

keep away from freezing

coats: For new first time painting, we recommend to
apply minimal 2 coats. For repainting, 1 coat is sufficient

description
The “KATCO” Outdoor paint is a easy to apply,
outdoor durable protection.
Available in various colors, ranging from
ancient tones to bright beach house colors

Usage

drying times

The “KATCO” Outdoor paint is suitable for all kinds

By a room condition of 20°C, humidity ca 65%:

of woods.

2-4 hours

All furniture coloring products are
developed by using as many natural,
renewable and non-harmful ingredients
as possible. if possible, the products are
water based and the used solvents are
the least harmful available. Obviously,
high quality and perfection remain the
most important ingredients. This way,
Kat & Co offers the best product, with
attention for the environment and custom
made for you

Ningbo United Fortune Co., Ltd
No, 66 Jiangnanzhonglu
Beilun District
315821 Ningbo China
Phone: 0574-8615 8152
Fax: 0574-8615 5682
Mobile: 186 6789 9366 7757403698
Email: jeffleeluping@qq.com
www.katnco.com

